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The Guardian
Web Poll Results
How Do You Fool About The "War On Drugs"?

20% I'm glad we are finally mak
"progress"
7% I'm still feeling guilty about supporting terrorists
13% I haven't decided, I'm still paying
for my last incredible fine
33% I'm stuck in a moral fight on the
issue

This lusted locker stands in the basement of Millett Hall.

Photo by Justin Carman

27% Undecided

KAPLAN
LSAT Prep
Classes Begin

October 16!
Your 1st Step toward Law School.
Prep Early - Score Better - Succeed!
Seating is Limited.
Contact us today to reserve your
place!

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
'BocCtf Weri.es
Your compCete repair facifity!
Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

Arson/Related offenses
Sept. 30: Criminal damaging
was reported in Lot 10 on a
report of a theft from a
motor vehicle.
Burglary
Sept. 28: A possible break-in
was reported with loss estimated at SI,500.
Drug/Liquor offenses
Sept. 28: An open container
violation was reported in lot
20.
Sept. 28: An arrest was made
for drug abuse, drug paraphernalia and underage possession/consumption on
Springwood Lane.
Sept. 29: An arrest was made
for underage

Lunchtime session
discusses international
education
This week's International
Brown Bag Seminar: "The
Role of the Model United
Nations in International
Education," was presented
by political science professors Donna Schlagheck and
Laura Luehrman on Sept. 25.
The weekly informal
lunchtime presentation is
held from 12-1 on
Wednesdays. Today's presentation is "The Other End

consumption/possession in
the Woods campus housing.
Larceny/Theft
Sept. 24: A stereo and cellular phone was reported
stolen from a vehicle theft in
Lot 10 near the Village apartments.
Sept. 26: A past theft complaint of a stolen cash box
containing S385 was investigated.
Sept. 27: A purse was reported stolen from the third
floor of the Paul L. Dunbar
Library.
Sep. 27: A car stereo theft
was reported in Lot 4.
Public Peace offenses
Sept. 23: Two telephone

of the World: Exchange
Opposition in Conception,
Chile."
Multicultural center holds
joint celebration
The Joint Welcome
Reception hosted by the
Asian/Hispanic/Native
American Center, Bolinga
Center, Women's Center and
the Organization for Black
Faculty and Staff for new
and returning faculty, staff
and students was held Sept.
26. It marked the first time
all centers participated in

harassment complaints were
reported in the Woods housing.
Sept. 26: telephone harassment was reported in the
Village apartments.
Sept. 29: A fire alarm was set
off by an unknown subject
who sprayed an extinguisher
in the basement of Hamilton
Hall.
Traffic
Sept. 23: A hit and run was
reported in Lot 11.
Sept. 23: A vehicle made an
improper lane change and
struck another car in Lot 6.
Sept. 25: A non-injury auto
accident was reported in
Lot 7.

the event together.
New student dining opens
The Wright Cup is now
open in the Student Union.
The new food service offers
Seattle's Best coffee, rolls,
muffins, pastries, smoothies, salads, sandwiches and
wraps to go. Wright Cup is
the first place to open up in
the new Union Market that
is also home to a 550-seat
dining room, lounge and
cyber cafe. Hours for Wright
Cup are 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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News 1
New honors don ipens after long delay
By ValerlP ough
Staff Writer
The new h mors dorm is
open after a delay of nearly
a year. According to WSU
staff the opening was greeted with much anticipation.
"The honors dorm
opened this quarter and was
met with high demand, said
Misty Brodnick of the Office
of Residence Life. "It's pretty popular."
The dorm was scheduled to be complete by winter quarter of 2002, but was
delayed due to "a number of
factors," said Matt Fleck of
AM Management, Inc., the
construction company that
built the facility.
According to Fleck the
opening was to be phased
on the following schedule:
the east wing by fall 2001,
the west wing by winter
2002 and the north by Sept.
2002. The east wing was
occupied during the last
academic cycle, but the west
and north wing did not open
until September.
"A combination of things

Students patronize the new convenient store in the honor's dorm.
Photo by Justin Carman
contributed to the delay."
said Fleck. The site upon
which the facility was built
had a slope that complicated
construction. The complexity of the design had to be
modified with the slope considered, and the structure
itself was made with concrete and steel, which added
to the building time.

"It's an institutional
grade, it takes more time to
build with concrete and steel
than it does with wood, plus
construction took place in
the winter and the weather
played a part," said Fleck.
According to Brodnick,
the new dorm was built to
meet the demand for housing at Wright State. The new

facility is located directly
behind the Woods and is
equipped with 395 bed
spaces. Each room accommodates two students, with one
bathroom per four residents.
"While the facility does
have its own parking lot,
there aren't enough spaces
to accommodate all 395 resi-

dents," said Brodnick.
The facility is equipped
with a CATS hub that
includes a computerized
classroom that was donated
by OmniTech Corporation.
Among the other amenities
are a new convenience store
with a deli, a public safety
facility, and a coffee shop
that is still in development.
"The convenience store,
the Depot, was originally
located in the Student Union,
but was closed there and
reopened in the honors
dorm," said Brodnick.
"Students are excited
about the location," Brodnick
said of the dorm's popularity. Demand is so high that
space is made available on a
first come first serve basis to
those applicants that meet
the requirements according
to the date that the students
apply for housing and when
the fee is paid.
The room cost for residents is S1325 a quarter per
student and the board cost,
predetermined by food sen ice, is S515 per student.

Greek housing Students receive training
still a possibility in
envi
r
onmental
sol
u
ti
o
ns
New proBy Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

Due to recent altercations greek life has suffered
a setback in its presence in
off campus housing complexes. Nearby facilities
like Cimarron are prohibiting greeks from establishing housing.
According to Cimarron,
this is due to management's
inability to deal with a lack
of compliance with respective rules regarding partying, noise and trash.
"WSU doesn't ha1 e the
ability to remove an individual or group from housing

that is not managed by
WSU," said Gary Dickstein,
director of judicial affairs
and former Greek affairs
advisor.
According to Dickstein
the only intervention WSU
could have would occur if
incidents were reported
directly to WSU police
because of an adverse
effect."Ramifications would
be to a much greater degree
on campus," said Dickstein.
"One possible solution is
for the university to consider providing a housing sysContinued on p. 6

gram is one of
a land in Ohio.

By Ty Swonger
Staff W r i t e r

The WSU Ph.D. program
in environmental sciences is
in the midst of its inaugural
quarter.
Overseeing the venture is
Dr. Allen Burton, the director
of the WSU institute for environmental quality and professor of Biology.
The new environmental
sciences Ph.D. program is the

first of its kind in Ohio. It
will focus on the studies of
environmental chemistry.
toxicology, stressors and
geophysics.
According to

background in plant biology,

i n t e n d s to e x p a n d her under.
s t a n d i n g in t h e a r e a s of envi.

ronmental chemistry and
geology. She plans to work
on invasive

memTen
"I think it's an excellent s P ecies c o n , r o l
ronmental sc.- Program. well balanced f " r c 0 ° ™ p ' e t i n g
ences these
and well thought out."
The PhS
"

T

are considered to be
some of the

- Steven Smith, ^ogram.which
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Activist speaks at WSU
By Christopher Copits
For The Guardian
Professor Omar Ali
encouraged students to support independent politics
durin his guest lecture last
wee. . Dr. Robert Adams'
political science class served
as a for im for .Ali to spread
his mess >ge.
Ali speaks on behalf of
the Committee for a Unified
Independent Party (CUIP) of
which he is the director of
research. The CUIP is an
organization dedicated to
introducing more independent candidates to the ballot.
Founded in 1994, the CUIP
encourages independent candidates to run for office.
"We have a deadening
political system that does not
encourage participation and
that is controlled by political
parties that work overtime to
make sure there is the least

Omar Ali
amount of competition possible. I think it's a problem
given especially that now
we're going into a war," said
Ali.
According to .Mi, 41 percent of Americans affiliate
themselves with one of the
major political parties. "1
think that the major parties
are the biggest fetter on
democracy" the structure of
the government is being overrun b> the two parties," said
Ali.
Students attending .Mi's

lecture had mixed reactions. "I
thought he was a little too
over idealistic to be perfectly
•lest. I don't think what he
'alking about had any
in reality whatsoever,"
Joe Miller.
. thought he was a very
interesting speaker and had a
lot of good information and a
little idealism is good. That's
how things do get changed
and do get done," said
Christine Roundtree.
Ali observed that WSU students exhibited certain universal traits. "Wright State students are very much like other
students in that they are open,
interested and in some ways
curious about taking on some
work and building independent politics locally," said /Mi.
More information regarding Professor Ali and CUIP can
be found by visiting
www.cuip.org.

we throw a l i kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if you qualify f a

On-campus food tax (tax on food 78)- Students pony up
extra for on-campus taxes, photo by Justin Carman

Food tax is now
enforced at WSU
By Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
WSU community members are paying taxes on
campus food items for the
first time this year.
According to Art Neff,
tax consultant for the office
of the bursar, the taxes now
being charged on certain
food items sold at Wright
State are not a result of a
change in the tax code, but
a realization by university
officials that the tax code
was not being implemented
properly.
"We revised our interpretation following a survey
that was conducted earlier
this year by another public
university," said Neff. The
survey regarded the way in
which public universities in
Ohio were enforcing the tax
code.
After responding to the
survey, university tax consultants revisited the way in

the tax code and concluded
that university practices were
not in compliance. The decision to enforce the taxes was
made jointly by Neff, the
Office of the Bursar, the
Office of the Controller and
the Vice President for
Business and Fiscal Affairs.
"If we are to ask the state
legislature to give more fund
ing to universities and to
higher education, we felt that
we had to do our part," said
Neff.
The tax applies to all fooc
items sold on the WSU campus. According to Neff the
tax code itself is complex,
particularly in regard to what
items are considered food
and what items are not. "Soft
drinks.'for example, are not
food, but coffee an J juice arc
and therefore are subject to
tax," said Neff.
Neff could not specify the
difference in interpretation o
the tax code that spawned
the policy change.

WWW.

a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's cr.e obstacle ycu won't
have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get j

theguardianonline

leg up on your futute.

.com

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course 70a can take.
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WSU recognizes
professor Renick Ho /eyoua
By Nate Hou* For The Gua. dian
Patricia Renic an associate professor at WSU, was
recently awarded the
College of Education's
Outstanding Faculty member award for 2001-02.
The College of
Education and Human
Services awarded Renick
based on her achievements
at WSU over the past ten
years. She has taught various classes involving students who require special
attention
In addition to her work
with special needs students
on campus. Renick teaches
at the lake campus and
does work with various
other schools throughout
Ohio. Her mission is to aid
teachers in adapting good
lesson plans for students
with special needs.
Renick also participated
iit WSU's nationally
acclaimed C.L.A.S.S. project,
a summer workshop set-up
to assist teachers in designing lab materials and notes
for students with disabilities.
"Dr. Renick's research
and curriculum development in the areas of learning differences have been
outstanding, earning
approval by the Ohio
Department of Education
and the National Council
for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education," said
Greg Bernhardt, dean of the
college of education and
human services.
Renick was pleasantly
surprised by the recognition. "I was really touched,
it was a nice surprise and a
very real honor to be recognized by my peers for my
work in one of the oldest
special education programs
in the country," said
Renick.
Before coming to WSU,
Renick taught at
Middletown High School in

the special education department. She received her Ph. I).
in educational leadership
from Miami University in
1996.
Renick is currently
involv ed in the Council for
Exceptional Children, the
Mid-Western American
Education Research
Association and Ohio
Federation Council for
Exceptional Children.
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SHORT ON CASH?

20 Years and the Party Rages On.New Donor Fees'

M
Monthly Promotions'
Giveaways
_

Regular Donors
Earn Up To $228
a month by
donating poten-

G 0UP

'

:,TJr9

tia.ly life saving
plasma!

Visit our friendly modem center and find out more about the oppcr
tunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 days a week

'Avert t is
165 E. Helena Street
Dayton, OH
RTA Bus 22
Musi be 18-49 years ol age. posess a valid ID and proof ol local address.
Part-time entry level and labotomy positions available

F: < resume to 224-1976
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Six Wings. The Buffalo
Just $2."

Apnrrments

Birthday Bash!

TIRKD OF THE DORMS?
Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!

Play the (&&•(£&

S t a r t i n g at only $ 2 5 0 p e r roommate

Peel & Win Sweepstakes.

937.431.8555
2 7 7 6 Center Drive • Beaver Creek

for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

Act now to receive great move in specials!!
IMI\(.

11 IIS \l > IX \ \l > < ;i:i I X I /V. \ >/'/."( I \l >. \ \ IX( i
937-878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Wright State's #1 Choice!
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Continued from p.3
trolled environment for more
balanced Greek life to function," said Chad Creviston,

Greek affairs council president.
The idea of a Greek housing system has been in the
works since its first proposal

back in 1995. Proposals were
made most recently in 1998,
but sides were unable to
agree on the terms that
would convert Forest Lane

N E E D M O T O R I S T A S S i l l r MCE?

*

Battery jump

* Air for a flat
*

A gallon of gas if

you run out on a
campus road-way

Call Parking and Transportation at 775-2528
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. Monday thru Thursday

into a Greek housing system.
"1! wasn't the kind they
particularly wanted at the
time. There were no takers,"
said Dickstein.
The main concern for the
Greeks isn't based on
finance, but the type of
housing that would be provided. "It's not a money
issue, but the quality of
housing. Forest Lane is some
of the oldest housing and
not an energized part of
campus," said Creviston.
"On the surface it seems
easy to just build new housing and make it Greek, but
there are numerous issues
and details to be solved and
resolved for Greek housing
to happen." said Dickstein.
The initial issue has been
thrown around for years but
nothing concrete has been
established at this time.
T h e r e ' s no current immediate plan to build. We ha\ e no
real factual information at
this time. The university is
very interested in seeing the
Greek system develop, but
they want a framework from

the Greeks," said Creviston.
On campus greek housing
has its advantages but it
won't necessarily alleviate
current problems. "It's
extremely complex. Greek
housing would not solve the
issue of 20 keg parties, a
boatload of trash, arrests
and property damage," said
Dickstein.

WWW.

theguardian
online
%
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W S t PHARMACY
Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Phannaey You'll Ever Need:
- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy, wound
management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes
and oftenfiveminutes.
-We now accept the Wright One Card.

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:

Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552

|

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and

www.wright.edu/admin/fredvvhitc/pharmacy/
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International program to start winter quarter

mately $600,000.
Nord Ph.D, executive director
of university center for interThe grants will be officially
national educaimplementtion, these
The U.S. Department of
te has a lot of ed in win"to
grants should
Education awarded Wright
activity, but co ter quarter
enhance exist- inter
State University with three
of this
needed.
rants that will provide more ing collabora- ordir..
school
opportunities for students to tions with colyear. All of
leges in Europe
st udy abroad.
the grants
The three awards are; the and the United
Douglas Nord Ph.D, are geared
Ui dergraduate International States.
ex icutive director of uni- t o w a r d
According
Studies and Foreign
versity center for interna-impTWing
to Michelle
Languages grant, the
tional education foreign
Streeter-Ferrari,
Business and International
relations
M.S..
Education program award
—between
Coordinator,
and the Fund for the
Wright State
Exchange and
improvement of 'he PostStudy Abroad Programs, the
and Europe but each has it's
Secondary Education.
own set of directives.
three grants totaled approxi
According to Douglas

The Undergraduate
International Studies and
Foreign Languages grant will
focus on The European
Union and Brazil, business
affairs in Latin America and
current U.S.-Canadian relations.
Some of the directives of
the Business and
International Education program include WSU designing
a web based international
trade clearinghouse and the
Raj Soin college of business
developing a certification
process for those involved
with international trade.

The fund for the
improvement of post secondary education will focus
on courses designed to help
students understand the
challenges and opportunities
of those from other regions.
This grant will also provide
students with the opportunity to study abroad.
"Wright State has a lot of
international activity, but coordination is needed. Joint
planning is important to the
spirit of the grants.
Hopefully, your average student will be aware of the
outside world away from
Wright State," said Nord.

Continued from p.3

Burton.
The program provides
for the students, among
other things, a "ba, kground
in a traditional discipline
and training necessary to
design and implement solutions to environmental science problems."

This discipline and training is designed to give students who complete the program an edge in the quest
for a job in areas of government agencies, consulting
firms and academic institutions.

By Greg Simms
For The Guardian

Plan.
After funding was
approved from the state
and university, a Ph.D. program committee comprised
of faculty from the Biology.
Geology and Chemistry
Departments began assem-

bling the curriculum.
The extensive curriculum,
as noted by Dr. Burton, is
doubtful to grow, with the
exception of advanced electives.
Missing the "prime
recruiting period" of April,
the program only admitted

six of the eight maximum
enrollment spots, said
Burton.
However, this is not reason for concern among him
and his colleagues. "One
doesn't want more that one
or two Ph.D. students per
faculty member," said

IUESHIIUCEUBMI
HOMECOMING KING & QUEEN COMPETITION 2002-2003
Sponsoring Organization: Greek Affairs Council
Contact: Robert Dotson, ext. 5572 or robert.dotson@wright.edu
Awards: $250 WSU Bookstore Vouchers, Perpetual Plaque and Wright State University gold watches.
Rules: All student organizations are encouraged to nominate a King, Queen or both, who will serve as your reprssentative(s).
Applications are due on Thursday October 10, 2002 by 4:30 p.m. to the Office of Student Life. All candidates will be featured in a fullpage ad in The Guardian on October 16, 2002 and the court will be announced October 24, 2002. Voting will take place in the
Student Union Atrium, on Tuesday and Wednesday October 22 and 23, 2002. The Homecoming Court will be presented on Friday
afternoon, October 25, 2002, at 11:30 a.m. during the Campus Kick-Off Lunch. The King and Queen will be announcea during halftime of the Men's Soccer Games.
All candidates MUST:
Attend Kick-Off Lunch from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. on
October 25, 2002
Attend Men's Soccer Game on Friday, October 25, 2002
Be an "Ambassador of Goodwill" for the University and
the Alumni Association

DEADLINES (WILL BE STRICTLY OBSERVED):
Applications Due: 4:30 p.m. Thursday October 10, 2002
Photos Taken October 10, 2002, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Candidates featured in The Guardian: October 16, 2002
Announcement of the Court: October 24, 2002, at 9:30 a.m.
VOTING for finalists: October 22-23, 2002, Student Union Atrium
Homecoming Court Presented: Kick-Off Lunch, October 25, 2002
• King & Queen Crowned : Men's Soccer Game, October 26, 2001

PLEASE PICK UP APPLICATIONS in the Office of Student Life, 036 Student Union

I
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On Lo * , and replacing God

By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Editor
Things are gonna be
a little less cynical and a
lot more deep this week.
If this is problem don't
worry, counseling is
available and I promise
a shotgun blast of discontent next week. I got
married this week,
something which still
has me reeling and has
accomplished two
things. First, 1 feel like a
campus pariah to those
who plan on spending
the rest of their lives in
college engaging in keg
stands and recreational
sex, which to some I
know is practically an
intramural sport. (I am
the ghost of nuptial
future.)
Second, it made me
strangely optimistic. The
future (a bad word, I
know) is opening up
before me. I'll soon have
a degree, a wife, a career
and a mission. I've said
"I love you" to someone
a thousand times and
the two of us have built
a world with a fuscia

skyline and abundant possibility.
Then I made the mistake
>f picking up the newspaper,
and it shattered my little
world of two. I saw impeding
war in Iraq, corporate scandal harming thousands,
bipartisan bickering, death,
dcvastation...sigh.
The two worlds collided,
and the answer to humanity's problems became childishly clear: why don't we live
our lives by love? Sure, we
all like the idea and chant
the three word phrase like
so many Amens blurted out
reflexively before
Thanksgiving dinner. But
then we strive for dominance and money-means of
acquiring happiness by
destroying others.
It seems to me that our
society, like every human
being, has an empty hole in
its center. It was initially
tilled with religion, but that
was broken over the stones
of disagreement over petty
doctrine. And it's safe to say
our nation's concept of God
took the last train to
Nashville years ago. We then
used science, but that was
empty. Recently, we've
attempted filling it with
materialism, but the boats,
drugs and designer jackets
seem oddly misplaced.
Why don't we build an
altar to Love? The poetry of
Byron and Rostand can be
our Bible. We can take to the
streets, because there will

always be those who fight
for hatred and power, and
fighting for Love is the onlyjust war. We can build a
world not just for two, but
for everyone.
But what is Love?
Is it an emotion? No,
save for parental love.
Emotions arc genetic and
bred into us. The modern
definition of Love has been
around scarcely a hundred
years. Fear is an emotion,
lust is an emotion but not
Love.
Is it a tangible force
coursing through the world?
No, though this is what
Hollywood tells us. Believing
this is what leaves shattered
marriages and desperate
people waiting for Love to
enter their lives.
Love is a concept,
invented by people. A powerful, revolutionary concept
like peace, freedom and God
itself. And like any other
idea, it only works if people
believe in it.
There is a way to make
this work. Start by imagining that every time you say
"I love you," you are saying
"I offer you my soul," then
go and say it o everyone
because the human soul is'
inexhaustible. He who is
brave enough to allow the
whole world to hurt him,
will injure ho one.
Look up the word Love
and you'll find such words
as passion and tenderness.
We can trust in our leaders

who offer us neither, trust in
our institutions which have
failed us both or trust in
ourselves to build a new
Atlantis. Every artist, musician and poet has seen the
power of this thing, yet we
allow- it to stay so far away.
This may sound too
much like a Hallmark card to
some. I can see them nodding their heads and saying
"Oh yeah, love is good. We
like love." But ask yourself if
anyone honestly does it: our
leaders, ourselves. I'm sure
at least once in the past
week we've all acted out of
anger or greed.
Ask yourself if vou can
honestly do it, because you
only get one go around on
this crazy carousel of life,
and if you're only t hinking
of yourself you're wasting
the rest of our time.
There are those who
would call my manifesto
naive, a frustrated optimistic
attempt to get the world to
think on a numbingly simple
level. I don't mind so much.
To me, the impassioned optimists are the only ones who
make this journey worthwile.
This weekend I got married. I opened my eyes to a
promise of happiness. Then,
eyes still open, I turned
around and saw the world. I
saw no caring god. I saw the
inhumanity of science and I
saw materialism melt away.
The one thing left was Love,
and I knew I was seeing the
one thing that is real.

Notable Quotable
"There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though
nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a
miracle."
— Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
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Xerouac philosophy at WSU alive,
savor it
By Bill Shea
The Guardian 1993-1995
It's 3 a.m. on a brisk night
on the outskirts of
Michigan's pathetic sibling to
Detroit, better known as
Flint. The sliding glass door
to the balcony of my girlfriend's apartment is open a
bit, and I can feel a refreshing chill fill the dark room
from a late September wind.
Little invigorates the spirit like the change of season.
Only the pixilated glow of
this computer monitor lights
the room, bathing it in an
unreal ethereal sheen. There
were other nights like this,
now so long ago, that that
the inexorable march of time
has driven further and fur-

ther into the increasinglyremote reaches of m\ mind.
Crisp air on a September
night once meant life was
again stirring on America's
college campuses. Bright and
glorious days and dionysian
nights onto which we failed
to cling with the iron grip of
youth ... a desperate wish to
seize those days that only
age and experience can trigger. How little we knew then.
That particular brand of
joy, which I found on Wright
State's campus, is a fleeting
thing. Never fear. cynic;il
reader, I did loathe the campus and its third-rate education, low-rent dramas, corrupt and inept administration and freakish, underqualified professors.

But that youthful joy of
freedom to which Kerouac
spent life writing about can
even be had amidst the
green and yellow of
Fairborn's favorite university. The school matters not.
It's the age, your early twenties, when every thing is so
fresh and new - a s you discover yourself and the world.
Freedom, success, failure
... they were all ours for the
first time A hardy few used
the time to live on their own
terms and rules—social conformity be damned. They
were the Unrestrained
Angels of their time, the
Dean Moriaritys. Some of us
were Sal Paradise: along for
the ride with eyes wide open
in joy and amazement. Then,

it's over. Jobs, parenthood,
conformity, Aztecs.
That's a new phase of life
and joy for many, who look
back with fond memories of
those day s on the Quad or in
playing dodge-ball in the
Creative Arts Center late at
night.
Others spend the rest of
their lives trying to recapture
or relive the spirit of that
age. You can see it in pathetic hangers-on wl > never
leave school. Others grow
angry and demoralized as
the years pass.
Wright State never was
and never will be a factory of
the truly successful. It will
never churn out captains of
industry , pioneers or great
leaders. That sort of academic success
is reserved
for the Ivy
League or
the big
land grant
universities.
Instead,
Wright
State produces average
Americans.
And that
Kerouacian
joy of
youth and
freedom is
just a
phase for
the average
American.
Except for
the handful of
rebels, revolutionaries and
hell-raisers, y ou
won't
know that
phase is
past until

America's Wealthiest Grave-Robber

it's boon long buried.
As for mc, I'm of the special generation of Wright
State students that witnessed
the death of the old party
school in the early 1990s
and the birth of the craven,
politically correct and frightening creature of the current
school. It's a shocker, but the
college really once had the
reputation as a party school.
A new student union, a
new university president and
an America increasingly in
line with Clintonianism killed
the party. One morning, I
woke up and felt as if 1 was
one of the late summer partyguests who showed up at Jay
Gatby's mansion after his
death. The bacchanals were
done. The lights in West Egg
had dimmed. An "Animal
House" sense of frivolity
gave way to fear and tension.
Tolerance was the New Way,
but that was nothing but
supreme intolerance's devious mask in the hands of
crude people with sinister
agendas.
Deviate from the Proper
Way, and the university came
down on you with its New
Speak and mandatory diversity and sensitivity training.
It's been years since I've
visited the < ampus. Perhaps
things improved with Flack's
death and the end of Clinton.
Some truisms still ring loudly at Wright State ... no parking ... overpriced food ... lack
of campus spirit ... no football team after nearly 40
years... etc.
Those complaints can be
found in bound, yellowing
issues of The Guardian in
the early 1970s and still
today. I've no lesson or wisdom to impart. There's no
use in telling you to appreciate these days, because you
already are. You'll appreciate
them even more when
they're gone.
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W S U P A R K I N G AND T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES
ROUTE 1

—

uji| #

2003

ALL
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
PARK
LANE
HALL/SU
7:22
7:18
7:15
8:07
8:03
8:00
8:48
8:52
8:45
9:37
9:33
9:30
10.22
10:18
10:15
11:07
11:03
11 0 0
11:48
11.52
11:45
12:33
12:37
12:30
1 18
1:22
1:15
2:07
2:03
2:00
2:48
2:52
2:45
3:37
3:33
3:3C
4:18
4:22
4:15
5:07
5:00
5 03
548
5.52
5:45
6:37
6:33
6:30

ALL

—

D E P A R T MCLtN GYl
1 .**o
/:4S
1.55
7:5b
2:05
8:05
2:15
8:15
2:26
8:25
2:35
8-35
2:45
8 45
2:55
8:55
3:05
9:05
3:15
9:15
3:25
9:25
3 45
9:35
4:05
9 45
4:25
9:55
4 45
10:05
505
10:15
5:25
10:25
5;45
10:35
605
10:45
6:25
10:55
6.45
11:05
7-05
11:15
7:25
11:25
7:45
11:35
8:05
11:55
825
12:15
8 45
12:35
9 : IS
12:45
9
:25
1:05
945
1.25
10.05

T*T

1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2 15
2:25
2 35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3:35
3:55
4 15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
6:35
6 55
7:15
7:35
7:55
8:15
8:35
8:55
9:15
9:35
9:55

7:35
7;45
7:55
8:05
815
8 25
835
8:45
8:55
• 905
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10.55
11:05
11 1 5
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25
12:35
12:55
1:15

ROUTE 2

6:25
6:30
7 25
7:30
8:25*
B:30*
"DROP OFF ONLY

-

M O N . - T H U R S . U N T I L 1 0 : 0 5 P M / F R f . U N T t L frP?PM

DEPART LOT 20
1:30
/:30
1:40 ,
7.40
1,50
7.50
2:00
8:00
2.10
8 10
2:20
8:20
2:30
8:30
2:40
8:40
2:50
8:50
300
9:00
3:10
9.10
3:30
9 20
3:50
930
4:10
9:4G
4:30
9:50
4:50
10:00
5:10
10:10
5:30
10 2 0
10:30
5:50
6:10
10.40
10:50
6:30
11.00
6:50
7:10
11:10
11:20
7:30
7.50
11:40
8:10
12:00
8:30
12:20
8:50
12:30
9:10
12:50
1:10
9:30
9:50

HAMILTON FOREST
HALL/SU
LANE
2;00
2:05
3:00
3:05
4:00
4:05

2002

MONDAY -

FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 PM

TIMES LIS7LD
ARE DEPARTURE
TIMES
MILLETT
WOOOS
HONORS
PINE HALL
HALL
DORM
VILLAGE
7:40
7:30
7:35
7:26
8:20
8:25
8:15
8:11
9:10
9
:
0
5
9
:
0
0
8:56
9:55
9:50
9:41
9:45
10 40
10:35
10:30
10:26
1
1:25
1
1
:
2
0
11:15
11:11
12: l O
12:05
1200
11:56
12:55
12 5 0
12:41
12:45
1:40
1:35
1:30
1:26
2:25
2:15
2t f *
2:11
3-05
3:10
300
2:58
3:55
3:45
3.50
3:41
4.40
4
:
3
0
4
:
3
5
4:26
5:25
5:20
5.15
5:11
6:10
6:05
6:00
5:56
6
:55
6
:
5
0
6:41
6:45

******
******
******

3:15
4:00
4 45
530
6:15

*******

GYM

7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
12-20
1:05
1:50
2:35
3:20
4 05
4:SO
5:35
6:2 J

******

R O U T E 3
—
TIMES LISTED

COLLEGE HONORS
DORM
PARK
2:15
2:10
3:10
3:15
415
4;10

S A T U R D A Y S O N L Y
ARE DEPARTURE
TIMES
WOODS
P
I
N
E
H
A
L
L
VILLAGE,
2:25
2:20
325
3:20
4:25
4:20

MCLIN
LOT 20

645
6:40
6:35
7:45
7:40
7:35
8
:
4
0
*
8
:45*
8 35*
NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

650
7:50
8:50*

MEIJER
2 35
3.35
4 35

******
7:00
8:00
9 00

S H U T T L E S R U N O N L Y W H I L E C L A S S E S A R E IN S E S S I O N A N D D U R I N G F I N A L S W E E K
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O R R O U T E 3 ( E X A C T C H A N G E P L E A S E )

MALL
FOOD CT
2:50
3:50
4:50

******
7:15
8:15
9:30
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Beck jolts audi nces with new album
By Justin Ling
Staff V . «r

such a success and a favorite
album among fans. This latest disc, however, focuses
more deliberately and poetiBeck is back at last and
f inally witl an album parents cally on the despair and
can hear. Di parting from his more subtly on the ultimate
reassurance that constructs
signature blues, hip-hop
his experiences.
beats and the electronic
Blending his genre-defygadgets that, shot him to the
ing past with a more recent
top, Beck comes this time
inclination towards traditionwith a stripped-down, emoal folk and country, Beck
tionally driven self-portrau
opens up and ironically
entitled Sea Change.
soothes us with his pain;
The public first became
articulating his distress,
acquainted with Beck back
weariness and hopes with
when his MTV video for the
slow, acoustic foundations,
song "Loser" exploded into
subtle studio decorating, delthe mainstream in 1994.
icate yet pronounced drumSince then he has ascended
beats and blue-period steel
as one of the foremost
recording artists of the alter- guitar.
As the title suggests, Sea
native genre with his albums
Mellow Gold, One Foot in the Change seems to function as
Beck's smooth transition
Grave, Emmy-winning, double-platinum Odelay, as well into something completely
fresh, a virtue that always
as Mutations and Midnight
\ ulti/res. However, following seems to accompany each of
his subsequent releases. This
the release and tour of his
time, he slides quite naturallast album in 1999, Beck has
ly into a straightforward
been virtually absent from
impartiality that illustrates
the public eye.
the profound and emotional.
The release of Sea
Lyrically, Sea Change seems
Change brings to light the
almost like a diary of relaemotions and darkness laytionships and painful experiered over in his prior works
ences that would in most
by here-and-there lyrics and
cases be overly boring and
risky sidetrack noise. Here,
trite. Beck, however, tackles
Beck reintroduces several of
these themes with such
the mellow, Brit-folk elegraceful honesty and original
ments that made Mutations

.hat has listeni
• only commiserating, but also falling
aptive.
The opening pitch,
i track called "Golden
Age," hits listeners
with the dogged sense
of his fatigue and
desire for some new
wave overbear. The
record moves on as
smoothly as the moon
drags the tide into the
second track, "Paper
Tiger." This song, with
its vibrant symphonic
arrangements and
ornate bass line offers
warrant of this newfangled, aggressive
departure, as well as
furnishes one of several highlights on the
record.
The new album climaxes with the standout fourth and sixth track
ballads, "Lonesome Tears"
and "End of the Day." These
are songs that epitomize the
new, natural direction that
Beck is taking "Round the
Bend"—as another song indicates. He also explains his
intentions to us humbly and
seemingly exclusively that
"in a sea of change, nothing
is safe" in another notable
tune, "Little One." The album

closes with an indifferently
touching and more noticeably twangy clincher "Side of
the Road."
Following all those years
of versatile transformations
from one obscure concept to
another, the sincerity that
formulated Sea Change
seemed to provide the next
logical step in this contemporary music genius' career.
Beck takes this strange new

direction smoothly, providing a record that affords
each listener pleasantly soft
sounds that give insight into
his frailties. Beck's journalkept poetry and its minimalist, mellow execution serve
for a brilliant approach to
music that will have us loving this record while anticipating the next time the sea
changes for this unpredictable artist.

Oktoberfest is back with beer and family fun
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
The Dayton Art Institute's
annual Oktoberfest has
c.'pped its hat to the arts,
family fun and a variety of
fine beers in Dayton for 31
years, making it one of the
best and longest-running
events in the area.
This year the festivities
take place on Saturday, Oct.
5 and Sunday, Oct. 6 at the
Dayton Art Institute and will
include an abundance of
crafts, foods and gallons
upon gallons of beer. The

many years that Oktoberfest
has graced Dayton has formulated an exciting community tradition that serves not
only as a union of Dayton
denizens but also as a crucial fundraiser for the
Dayton Art Institute.
The festival this year will
be presented by Miller
Brewing. This marks the
third year for the
Oktoberfest wine garden,
where all new international
beers will be available for
guests. Additional support
will be provided by Arrow
Wine, Shore to Shore,

Salomon Smith Barney,
MeadWestvaco and Pepsi.
With a typical attendance
record of 35,000 for last
year's Oktoberfest, this
upcoming event promises to
be on'1 of the most exciting
fall events anywhere, introducing several new activities
for the family and a number
of new vendors to the celebration.
The food will include
varieties of vendors, including the famous, mouthwatering cream puffs,
Bahama mamas, sauerkraut*
balls, pretzels, brats and

candied almonds that are
available every year from
Schmidt's from Columbus,
Ohio.
There will be several family activities for children,
young people and adults,
including face painting and
family art projects. The festival will also feature baskets
and decorative boxes, wooden kitchenware, homemade
paper, kids clothing and jewelry. The band Buck Naked
will headline the festival on
Saturday night.
During the festival, the
Dayton Art Institute will also

be open for tours, free of
charge, as always.
Oktoberfest is open from
noon until 11 p.m. on
Saturday and from noon
until 7 p.m. on Sunday.
Advanced tickets are $3—($5
at the gate) for adults and
seniors and SI for students.
Children aged 6 and under
are free.
Tickets are available at
Arrow Wine & Spirits, Books
& Company, Borders Books
and Music, Dorothy Lane
Market, National City Bank
branches, Wilkie's bookstore
and the Dayton Art Institute.
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You can't take the girl out of Alabama
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor

to give her the
divorce that she
desperately wants.
fter becoming
The girl can be taken out
of the south, but the south
gaged to her
can never be taken out of the
v love, Melanie
ids that she
girl
Sweet Home Alabama.
Reese Witherspoon stars
...ust return to
Alabama to finally
as Nev York fashion designer
Melani" Carmichael. Melanie
get the divorce
before she loses
sudden'v finds herself
Andrew, portrayed
SHOP WITH US AND KEEP MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET'by Patrick
Dempsey.
A t Plato's C l o s e t " w o carry the best
Coming back
in gently u s e d b r a n d n a m e a p p a r e l
into contact with
a n d accessories. W e ' v e got great
Jack after manystuff
from
GAP,
J.
CREW,
After Melanie Carmichael becomes engaged, she and her man
A B E R C R O M B I E & FITCH, GUESS,
years causes turagree to keep it secret until Andrew's mother notices Melanie's
CK,
DR.
MARTENS, LUCKY
moil within
BRAND, EXPRESS, AMERICAN
ring in front of the press.
Melanie.
She
realE A G L E , T O M M Y HKLFK3ER, O L D
try to manufacture their own
izes what she left, and what
NAVY.
FUBU.
PHATFARM,
Alabama has raised curiosidestinies, but love is unpreICEBURG, P O L O , a n d m o r e — all
she has to lose if she stays.
ty about herself and her
at unbelievable prices! At Plato's
dictable and can occur
Jake realizes she is conpast. Andrew's mother
Closet it's e a s y to s a v e m o n e y a n d
whether it was planned or
fused, but realizes he can no
insists on knowing as much
look c o o l at the s a m e time. C h e c k
not. Witherspoon carefully
longer use the marriage as a
u s out!
as she can about her son's
shows that she does indeed
means to hang on to
fiance to maintain a
love the two men, but it
Melanie. After spending
squeaky clean political
comes down to the choice
years becoming something
image for her family. Much
between a great guy and the
he thought would make
commotion occurs when no
right guy. This is captured
Melanie happy , he signs the
trace of Melanie's past can
B r a n d N a m e T e e n
W e a r "
perfectly when she sits next
divorce papers.
be uncovered. This is simply
to Jake and comments on
Melanie struggles with
because of a name change.
her great life in New York,
the two choices. She has
In the movie it's interestbut realizes that both lives
reached a fork in the road of
ing to see how differently
seemingly suit her.
her life, and once she takes
people behave due to their
The mo\ie, although prea path, the other will no
regional environment and
dictable, is entertaining.
longer be an available
what experiences they have
Melanie's
character is flawed
choice.
had. As the film portrays,
in a way that makes her easy
Melanie's return to
the attitude of the people of
to relate to onscreen. It's a
New York is very different
movie with much situational
from the people of Alabama.
humor as two worlds, north
It's almost a clash of culiwji*
and south, collide. The casttures as Melanie goes back
ing seems perfect, simply
to her hometown after years
because each actor's perbeing away.
formance was enhanced by
Some of the most hilariDayton East Salon
Dayton- South Salon
the other actors. Sweet Home
ous moments occur as
573(7 Springboro Pk.
152 Woodman Dr.
Alabama proved ifself to be
(Alex Bell Plaza)
(Airway Shopping Center)
Candacc Bergen, Jake's
more than a sterc Jtypical
299-1225
258-9530
mother, travels to Alabama.
comedy about a girl in love
There is such a contrast
with two guys. It's a look at
between herself and
the spectrum of human emoMelanie's parents.
tion that can grow out of a
Although the movie is a
complex situation.
romantic comedy, it carries
engaged to the city's most
eligible bachelor. Her dark
past is the only thing ho'
ing her back from her s
ingly perfect life. She sot,
realizes her past holds m<
in store for her than what
she originally thought.
Josh Lucas portrays the
role of Jake, Melanie's redneck husband who refuses

P LA TP'S
CL«SET

A?,
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Dayton's largest tanning salon

www.aplacetotan.com

Ffi€€ s o m e OF

SVN6RGV CRIMSON

rSN-

UilTH TH€
PURCHFIS6 OF
Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

$40 OR MOR€.
EXPIRES 10/15/02

ft'

! \ / mtt*

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

a message that everyone can
relate to. It pushes the idea
of acceptance of each other
and one's self, which is
something everyone has
struggled with at some
point in their lives.
Sweet Home Alabama
follows a few cliches, but
has a few original twists
that make it a worthwhile
movie. It shows that people

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.000 this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event.

Our programs make
fundraising easy with no
risks.
Fundraising dates are tilling quickly, so
get with the program! It works Contact
CampusFundraiser at
1 8 8 8 ) 9 2 3 - 3 2 3 8 or v.s.t
WWW!
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Slum Village establishes progressive insight
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
I lip-hop innovators Slum
Village are now defying spate
and time with the recent
relea' , 'heir much anticipated sophomore album,
Trimly: i ist, Present ami
future. I .e underground trio
has presented their audience
an anthology of their reflections of their pas' quests, an
illustration of their present
state and surroundings and a
premonitions for what lies
ahead in the road of their
musical voyage.
Slum Village is a product
of Detroit's flourishing
underground culture that is
now easing its way into the
mainstream through enviable
radio and television positions. The acclaimed single
"Tainted" from the new
record has become very popular among a hip-hop conscious audience.
The group began several
years ago when rappers
Baatin, T.i and producer Jay
Dee merged together in a
musical triumvirate. Their
never-released demo.
"Fantastic Vol. 1" made its
rounds throughout the indie
hip-hop scene in Detroit and
was noticed and praised by
such influential icons as Qtip. D'Angelo and Black Star.
As a result of the high regard
they received, their debut

album. "Fantastic Vol. 2"
drew superstars of the scene.
Featured on the disc were
guests including Busta
Rhymes, D'Angelo. I'ete Km.
and Jazzy Jeff. The record
was released in 1<)'»!) in all
its innovative glory.
It proved to establish
Slum village as a band with
progressive insight for the
future of rap. but also as a
group was still founded on
the traditional funks
rhythms that brought hip
hop '() life. The album has
been cited as "one of the
more important hip-hop
records of the past few
years."
Trinity: fast. Present ami
Future kicks off with a short
intro track that promises the
listener something sacred
and almost wise, and suggests a record full of vision.
The album, however, jumps
erratically among the three
portrayals of time, making
for confusing transitions
among their both musically
and lyrically dark past, their
innovative, heavy and largely
experimental current status
and their wiser, more sacred
vision of the future.
Along with the conceptual entity of which Trinity is
comprised, the album also
introduces Elzhi. an up-andcoming rapper from Detroit,
llis unique voice and
between-the-dot inserts

make for an exciting style
that is especially effective in
•tic albums past-inspired
s like the standout track
ted."
r songs that are devot
the bands outlook are
nit
reassuring, consisting
of a strong soul-based musical frame to take the group
in a primarily experimental
direction for a one-of-a-kind

sound. Ihe teenrd ends with
an unpredictable and less
than suitable song from
their old style, "Fall in Love."
I'his makes for a weak conclusion instilling not even
the least amount ol anticipation for what is to t uine.
Although the music, with
its brilliant effects, vibrant
beats and complex beats, is
solid throughout. Trinity's

organizational application is
something less than
respectable. While the concept of time delving explorations is theoretically entertaining. the execution, with
its constant ricocheting from
one unclear slate to another,
proves to leave the audience
overly bewildered and uncertain of any progress made or
to be made in the future.

In n e x t week's i s s u e of
The G u a r d i a n , look f o r a
preview of WSU's
p r o d u c t i o n of T h e

P h i l a d e l p h i a Story
WED- LADIES NITE

TIAA §

FREE DRINKS FOP LADIES 9 11 pm
$2 00 PITCHERS OF BEER

THURS- KARAOKE
$1 75 PINTS
613 E. 5th St in the
Oregon District
228-8060

SUN- TOTAL REQUEST NITE
t? 00 PITCHERS OF BEER
o o p y s b a r . c o m

r
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Aullwood's Amish quilt
exhibit to raise funds
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer
From now until Oct. 12,
Aullv ood's Amish Quilt
exhibit will be on public display c t the Marie S. Aull
Education Center.
More than 100 handmade Amish quilts in different styles are on display. One
is even fashioned from
10,000 stamp-sized cloth
pieces.
Others are constructed
with other 500 yards of delicate, complicated stitching.
Just as compelling as the
construction and style are
the names of the quilts: the
Sierra Sunrise quilt, the

MoonGlow quilt and tin
Forest Crossroads quilt.
Following the close ol u.
exhibit, all 100 hand-made
quilts will be auctioned off
with proceeds benefiting
Auliwood's education programs for children. Some o.
the quilts may sell for as
much as S2000 for the kids
and their schools.
Quilts aren't the only
things to experience at the
Marie S. Aullwood Education
Center. Kids can checkout
any of the five themed classrooms for a little hands-on
experimentation. Children
and their parents can also
walk the one-mile trail that
connects the center's farm

T visit the natural history
<hibits detailing the history
>f some of the wildlife in the
irea.
In addition, there will be
other hand-made Amish
goods to look at, including
oak furniture, wall hangings,
Amish toys, woven nigs and
hand-woven baskets.
On Oct. 13, the auction
begins. The center opens at
noon and the auction is at
1:20 p.m. with free admission all day. For more information. call (937) 890-7360.
The Quilt Exhibit can be seen
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Adult admission is S4. S2 for
children.

www.theguardiononline.com

Two volunteers hang up quilts in preparation for
the exhibit.

Student Government, Student Life,
and The Political Science Department
Present

Processing 9/11:
Possible War with Iraq
An Open Forum
Wednesday, October 9, 2002
11:30 AM- 1:00 PM
Student Union Atrium

Refreshments Served!!
Questions? Contact Lindsay Schoen X5508 or schoen.6@wright.edu
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Hutchins, Sr ones lead golf team
By Trent Montgomery
Sta* Vriter
The Wright State golf
team c mtinued to build on
what h i s been a great start,
at the Earl Yestingmeier
Invitational at Ball State last
week.
The Raiders proved that
the first tournament was no
fluke with a well earned
fourth place finish in a very
competitive field.
Austin Peay won with a
total team score of 85G, followed by Eastern Kentucky
(859), and Ohio University in
third (864), and then the
Raiders with a score of 871.
The Raiders were led by senior Jesse Hutchins, who fired
opening rounds of 68 and

69, but a shaky final roun<
of 76 dropped him out of
contention for medalist hon
ors, however his total score
of 21.1 got him fifth place
overall.
Hutchins was backed up
by senior John Schones who
shot a 216 54 hole total
(73/72/71), sophomore
Bi -indon Judy was thii d for
the team with a score of 218
(73/71/74), freshman Rick
Blair was fourth man with a
score of 224 (74/71/79), and
sophomore Tate Prows
rounded out the top five
with a score of 231
(74/76/81).
The Raiders also managed to defeat every Horizon
League team in the tournament. The team easily beat,

roit, Butler and Cleveland
ite, all of which will being for the Florizon League
title come spring.
The team has yet to be
beaten by any of the teams
in their league.
The Raiders came back this
past weekend to compete at
the Eastern Kentucky
Colonel Classic. In the eighteen team field the Raiders
again shower' good play bytying for sixth with
Longwood at 591.
The tournament was easily won by host Eastern

Kentucky with a 36 hole
team score of 566. The
Raiders however, did suffer
their first defeat to a
Horizon League team, losing
to Cleveland State by one
stroke.
The Raiders were again
led by Hutchins with a two
day score of 143 (70-73)
which was good enough to
earn him 7th place overall.
Hutchins was back again byfellow senior Schones who
fired a score of 149 (75-74),
followed by sophomore
Marty Miller who also shot a

149 (77-72). The top five was
rounded out by Judy and
Blair who shot respective
scores of 150 (76-74) and
154 (80-74).
The Raiders will now take
a bit of a break from play so
they can prepare for the last
three tournaments of their
fall season.
1 he team will have a little
over a week to prepare for
the next tournament at the
Xavier Provident Invitational,
which will be held on Oct. 14
and 15.

Strong delivers eliminator
against Oakland University
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
Last Sunday, behind the
leg of junior forward Ricky
Strong the men's soccer team
earned a huge double overtime win, 1-0, over the
Golden Grizzlies of Oakland
University.
Just minutes into the second overtime Strong turned
the Tights out" on the game

with a chip shot from 15
yards out that sailed over the
Golden Grizzlies head and
into the back of the net. It
was Strong's 6th, and most
clutch goal on the season.
With the win, the Raiders
improve their record to 4-5-1
overall. The team looks to
even up the wins and loses
Wednesday, October 2nd at 7
p.m. as they travel to take on
cross-town rival Dayton.

.•mm

Raiders Crush Youngstown
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
The women's soccer team
earned their first league victory last Sunday at Alumni
Field with a seven goal performance over Youngstown
State.
The scoring was well
diversified for the women as
six different Raiders scored.
Sophomore Kim Chianese
put two goals into the net
while freshman Jenny

Tamms, sophomores Kelly
Kammer, Mary Beth Young,
senior Kristin Blackwell and
freshman Michelle Sarmiento
scored a goal apiece.
The Raiders outscored the
Penguins 30-9 in the game,
scoring on 23% of their
shots.
T he Raider defense held
its own only allowing onegoal in the 7-1 onslaught.
Earlier last week, the team
suffered a tough 2-1 loss at
the feet of the Butler

• • if»-

• •

->•

Forward Ricky Strong shields the ball against a defender. Strong came up big for te
Raiders with the game winning goal against Oakland.

Bulldogs. It was Butler this
time that dominated offensively as they outshot the
R-iders 15-2.
Despite the large shot
margin, sophomore Blair
Kaminski was able to connect in the 77th minute for
her first goal of the season.
T he Raiders, now 3-6-1 overall and 1-2 in the league look
to stay on the winning track
this Saturday against IP-l-ort
Wayne.

ATTENTION: All Club Sports!
Want to be in The Guardian sports section?
Here's how... send all results and stories to
guardiansports@yahoo.com.
If we have space they may get in...

www.thBguaPdlanonliae.com
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HEARTLAND

t> i$ G.O

•%,,

457 Djilun .Vr.
\rniu. Oil
.172-M99

OC

(•antes start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday :ind Friday n<
How about Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nighty on Bingo and Instants
$5.00

OFF Y o u r P a c k a g e W i t h T h i s A d !
Expires 12-3-02

»
™

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY W I T H I N
W A I T R E S S , HOSTESS, A N D K I T C H E N P O S I T I O N S

(937) 434-9464

-

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.

(937) 434-0293 F a x

Dayton, O H 45459

Women's CC team step up
big to tough competition
By Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
The Wright State women's
ross country team probably
;ad one of their best showings of the year and it came
at one of the toughest meets
on the schedule. The men's
and women's cross country'
teams competed this past
Friday at the Central
Collegians meet held by host
Eastern Michigan.
The women's team met
the challenge of the tough
competition and managed to
place third out of eleven
teams. Western Michigan ran
away with the meet with a

The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising the Bar
on Business Education

U

ndemanding Win***
p r i n c i p l e s i i riot e n o u g h t o
succeed in today's complex
global m a r k e t p l a c e - CF.On say t h e y ' r e
looking for m u c h more—employees
with a global perspective., w h o
d e m o n s t r a t e iinalvlinil thinking,
c o m p u t e r proFicicncy, ethical
diM'Uinn-inaking ami t e a m w o r k .
T h r o u g h top quality corporate.
alumni a n d student advisory
hoards, and other stakeholders,
w e c o n t i n u a l l y fino-iiinc o u r
uniiiTgrjiiluale anil g r a d u a t e
program* to meet the changing
n e e d * of
Wright Stale
c o n t i n u e s li> l e a d t h e w a y . I n f a c t ,
our undergraduate businew program*
a n d MB.-V p r o g r a m v»«*re t h e f i r r t i n

WAACSB

t h e M i a m i Valley t o be a e c r e d i t e d b y
.AACSB I n t e r n a t i o n a l , t h e higherii
accrediting body for business colleges
in t h e U.S. A n d o u r M a t e r of
A c c o u n t a n c y p r o g r a m is t h e o n l y o n e
in t h e r e g i o n a c c r e d i t e d by A A C S B .
B u t o u r fu<-iis g o e s w e l l b e v o n d
-(tulrnt e d u c a t i o n . We also p r o v i d e
p r o f e s s i o n a l . e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l an<l
wMinumic development asfirtanc* to
b u « n c « M 6 and local g o v e r n m e n t s . . .
to help our region prosper.

team score of 3 1, they were
followed by Eastern
Michigan who barely edged
out the Raiders for second
with a score of 88, while the
Raiders scored a 90.
Jessica Kuhr continued to
be the number one runner
for the lady Raiders, as she
led the team with an 8th
place finish. Kuhr covered
the 5k course in a time of
19:24.
The battle for the second
runner was a close one with
senior Cecy Kinne coming
out on top to run a 19:49
which was good enough for
17th place, while junior Lori
Siconolfi came in a close
18th trailing only by one second and running a tir..e of
19:50. The Raiders top five
was then rounded out by
Freshman Tracy Rosner and
Lynda Wourms placing 22nd
and 26th respectively with
times of 20:00 and 20:03.
The factor that allowed
the Raiders to place so well
was their incredibly tight
pack and consistency among
their top five. The Raiders
squeezed all five of the scorers into the top 30 and there
were only 39 seconds separating the Raiders number
one and five runners. The
top five didn't allow many
opposing runners to get in
between them making them
tough to beat. Another high
point VVBS that the Raiders
defeated every Horizon
League opponent at the
meet.
On the men's side the
team placed 8th out of
eleven teams. The field was
a very competitive one, with
the University of Michigan

showing why they are one of
the best distance programs
in the country, by winning
the team title with a very low
team score of 22.
The Raiders were led by
senior Justin Ross. Ross has
been the number one runner
for the Raiders all season
and continued to do so with
a 22nd place showing with a
time of 26:20 for 8k. Ross
was followed by sophomore
Cory Scheadler who placed
36th with a time of 26:58.
Freshman Steve Drapper
continued to improve by
placing 41st in 27:13. The
rest of the top five consisted
of sophomore Aric Wagner
(27:21), and freshman Josh
Burke 61st (28:24). The team
continued to hurt with two
of their top five runners
missing due to injuries, Ross
echoed those feelings in his
thoughts on the race.
"It definitely hurts not
having two of your top five
runners," said Ross. "It was a
tough race, there were a lot
of good teams and the
course was relatively hilly,
but we ran with the teams
we wanted to be with, including the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, which
is another Horizon league
team."
Both teams will compete
next at the Notre Dame
Invitational. Notre Dame is
regarded as one of the top
invitationals in the country
and should to be one of the
best tests the Raiders will
face all year. It will feature a
lot of the top teams in the
country, not to mention the
fastest course the Raiders
will probably run all season.

ATTENTION!
Want to be in The Guardian sports section?

R A J SOI3ST
College of Business

Here's how... send all results and stories to
guardiansports@yahoo.com.

W R T G H T STATE
UNIVERSITY

If we have space they may get in...

www.wright.edu/bwsiuess

www.theguardianonline.com
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Behind the numbers

By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

6 6 , 3 1 9 .Attendance at Paul Brown Stadium last
Saturday for the thrilling OSU/UC game. The largest
crowd on hand for a football game in Cincinnati...it's
about time we see some quality football played in that
stadium.
2 ...Aftes id.dy Moss's alleged felony for assaulting a
traffic agent with his car, the number of ankles Moss
may have gr ibbed the night he spent in the
Minneapolis 'Jammer with cellmate Billy Bob...maybe
Randy really is a team player...
11 a.m. ...the new tip-off time for the men's basketball
team home opener against Akron on November 23rd to
accommodate for fans wanting to watch the
OSU/Michigan game that same day...clutch..in every
sense of the word.

10/2-10/8 Weekly sports schedule
Men's and Worn ^n's Cross country
Friday. 10/4 at Notre Dame Invitatinal
Golf
OFF WEEK
"^en's Soccer
Wednesday, 10/2 at Dayton 7p.m.
Sunday, 10/6 vs. CLEVELAND STATE 2 p.m.
ien's Soccer
Saturday, 10/5 at IP-Fort Wayne 7 p.m.
Men's Tennis
Friday and Saturday, 10/4-5 at Louisville Invitational 2 p.m.
Women's Tennis
Friday and Saturday, 10/4-5 at Ball State Invitational
Volleyball
Friday, 10/4 at Loyola 8 p.m.
Saturday, 10/5 at UIC 5 p.m.

119-23 ...The scoring margin that Cincinnati Bengals
opponents have outscored the Bungles by through the
first four games of the season...Mike Brown..you must
be proud.
1 ...The number of MLB playoff teams that have won
the World Series after posting the best regular season
record...this season looks to be no exception to the
MLB playoffs underdog nature.
5 ... first half touchdowns by Seattle Seahawks Shaun
Alexander in their routing of the Vikings last Sunday
night.

Nexus
"Connection'
submissions due

November 6th
W e accept poetry,
short stones, flash
fiction memoirs,
drawings,
photography, prints
^ n d paintings

TAKEOUT
TAXI
Busy?...Tired?...
HUNGRY?!?...
RELAX...
Let Takeout Taxi
bring Lunch
or Dinner
to you!
Sushi Cafe
Damon's
Jay's Seafood
Romao's Macaroni Grill
Dayton's original Pizza Factory
Steve Kao's
Chili's grill A bar

ReQukrr Update*
Kn'i Ji jlixn limp y on
l i n u y t i i VIIIIIKIKK-*) M

DaVyWMlfMr.

Must See Features
( i o I ' h w l OUR lh.1l ricm
111k t w t l l i t * v r l l H l l l f
IHIN J1*J l i f a v il (MHK

Cath tor r m »ga.

N c m 11 i.i i y t W r e g n i n g
(Nil . I t i n l m 4 < i 7 if(Ml7
RIIII^MI^

iiimwy.Wfe'l tanni
yiMi r m i l v In
Ddity H M M C A O * .

A l l v i l M l l i l N J lixki.

T1IHI\

kmnr

whrtl llia>ruliiii»<Kiklt
i Mini yIT i . r i i i t | u \

P t ^ l y f<Kjl K f i '

Ml
For more details about
submitting call 775 5533.
visit W016 Student Union
or email
nexus magazine*®
hotmail.com

Call 439-1230
-We bring the restaraunts
to you!'
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Sprinr Break 2003- Travel
with l J Americas #1
Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica Cancun,
Acapulci Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell Trips Earn
Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummers.com
SPRING BREAK *03 with
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida!
REPS WANTED! Travel
iree and earn cash! Call 1800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break 2003 for Free! Call
us now at 1-800-795-4786
or email: sales@suncoastvacations.com!
Early Spring Break
Specials! Cancun & Jamaica
From S429! Free Breakfast,
Dinners & Drinks! Award
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations from S149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Early Specials! Spring
Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days$299!
Includes Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs Florida!
Get a Group And Go Free!!
springbreaktravei.com
1-800-678-6386

OassHieils
***ACT NOW! Guuaranter
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps needed, EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6+. 1888-THINK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreak
discounts.com

a

iteers Needed. "Not
lunted House" Friday
& Saturday Oct. 11-26.
Center for people with
mental disorders.
Centerville. Call Cindy at
434-5835

Sl.OOO's WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for
S2.00 each plus j;reat
Sell Spring Break Trips
bonuses. Work f/t or p/t.
All the fun & All the
Make at east S800 a week,
Protections. American
gaurunteed! Free supplies.
Express Worldwide
No experience neccessaryGuaranteed Best Buy 1
start right away. For fre
Free Trip for every 10
details, send stamp to: NPaid or CaSh starting
190, PMB 552, 12021
with first booking you
sell - we collect payments Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90025
World Class Vacations
1-800-222-4432
$14.15 base-appt. guaranSPRING BREAK 2003 is
teed starting pay.
now sponsored by Student Fun work environment
Express! Cancun,
with other students. 10-40
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
hours/week around classJamaica, Bahamas, South
es/other job. Co-ops/
Padre, Las Vegas, Florida,
Scholarships awarded, con
and Ibiza: Book early and
ditions exist. Customer
get FREE MEALS! Student
service/sales, no telemarExpress spnsors the BEST
keting, no door-to-door
PARTIES and is NOW HIRsales. No experience necesING salaried Salespeople,
sary, we train. Must have
Campus Reps, and On-site
positive attitude and good
Staff. Contact
people skills.
www.studentexpress.com
www.workforstudcnts.com
or 1-800-787-3787 for
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
details.
937-436-3580
#1 Spring Break
Free trips, Drinks/Meals,
Lowest Prices, Parties
w/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured, w/MSNBC/Travel
Channel, Better than ever!!
www.sunsplashrours.com
1-800-426-7710
!WSU Spring Break... ARE
YOU GOING? Then GO
DIRECT! Guaranteed
LOWEST price, FREE
Drinks/Meals/Insurance!
Campus REPS WANTED!
ZERO customer complaints! 1-800-367-1252
www.springDlRECT.com

Looking for mature
responsible student to
babysit, infant triplets
one to two days a week.
Flexible hours, must have
3 references. For interview, call 433-7346.
Need qualified, dependant
individual to work as a
personal assistant to a
disabled female, minimum of 5 hours at 58 an
hour with appropriate pay
raises. A maximum of 20
hours a week. Flexible
hours but some morningf
hours required. Leave
name, number at 8795704, or ask for Cathy.

Growing lelevisoin production company looking
for a junior, senior, or
graduate student to assist
part-time with bookeeping, clerical work, and
other miscellaneous
duties. Reliable trans
portation, computer
skills, and a good attitude
are essential. Pay varies
based on experience. Call
226-7018 or fax resume
and cover letter to 2260408.
Earn up to S3000 EVERY
DAY!! Easiest & Best Plan
EVER! Pays Daily into
your bank Account!, Noflush Binary! Pre-paid
Gas, Only S149-no mthly!
www.gastation.gasupusa.com 718-0155 or
228-0299
Growing Profession.
Work in the Beavercreek
Sam's Clubs store (located
walking distance from
Wright State) demonstrating our newest division.
Each Ohio Energy' employee must be a mature individual with a strong
charismatic, outgoing personality. Talented talkers
average SI5.23 per hour
(S31,678 per year). During
your training we will
develop you for a rapid
advancement within our
organization. Intrigued bysales? Call Andi at
(614)291-5400ext. 1260
Looking for weekend and
evening receptionists.
Applicants should have
customer relations, computer, phone, and clerical
skills. Hours are weekends 10am-9pm, and
Tuesday to Friday5pm to
9pm. Apply in person
Tuesday through Friday
10am to 4pm. Apply in
person Tuesday through
Friday 10am to 4pm.
NCR Country- Club
4435 Dogwood Trail
Kettering, Ohio 45429

Bartender Trainees
Needed. .$250 a daypotential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 298

call
Tfr-%39
to place
y o u r ad i n
The
Guardian
today

hr
Roomate needed to share
a 3-bedroom house. S400
a month including utilities. Call 233-3678 for
info.
For rent. Available Now.
Sycamore Creek along
Zink Road. 2 Bedrooms,
attached lcar garage,
washer and dryer, stove,
refridgerator, 1 1/2 bath,
cathedral ceiling, swimming pool, tennis court.
S 1,000 a month plus
deposit. Call 937 4989984.
APT FOR RENT:
Kettering - 1&2 Bedrooms
Appliances,
Air Conditioned. No Pets.
S425 - S475 Quiet
Country Setting In-Town
Properties 937 236-RENT
Belmont 2 bedroom apt.
FREE HEAT & WATER!
Laundry, a/c. 10 mm from
WSU/WPAFB. Call now for
FALL SPECIAL Only
S465/mo. 609-6622
APT FOR RENT:
2036 Wayne Ave, -2
Bedroom FREE HEAT, Air
Conditioned. No Pets.
S425.00 In-Town
Properties 937 236-RENT
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ALL STUDENTS FALL EXPANSION

Pregnant? v ou have
options.. vdoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or clo <ed adoptions. Choost' and meet
adoptive parents. Services
are free to birthparents
1-800-643-3356

A Gas Card Frenzy! Daily
pay & free gas!! Only
$149! www.gastation.
gasupusa.com 718-0155
or 228-0299

For Sale 94 Hyundai Excel
2-door with 89,500 miles.
Light blue color, runs
good. Good condition.
New transmission ®
50,000, new front brakes
@ 79,000. True market
value at $1,008, selling for
only $950. (937v 879-1783
Ask for Ryan

BASE-APPT.

.•

about the incentives in

California?
California has more financial and
professional development incentives
than any other state to assist the starting
teacher in a new career.

UPCOMING GRADS
Interested in having a former recruiter offer you
insider guidance with
your job search, as well
as skills practice and
improvement?
How about having 5
Human Resources professionals review your
resume? Explore
www.interviewingedge
.com 1-888-291-7193

879-4081

GUARANTEED

CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 436-3580
Visit www.workforstudents.com

have you thought •

Having a good time, want
to continue too? Get protected aginst Menegitis, a
deadly disease of college
freshman. Contact the
Fredrick White Center 7752552

For sale. 1989 Toyota
Corolla. Good condition,
new muffler, Front line
pipe with recent oil
change. 169,000 miles.
S899.0° Call Stephanie

$14.15

Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops a w a r d e d .
Scholarships a w a r d e d .
Conditions Exist.

i* M a j o r s

Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com

FOP Sri*

hed rock band,
round seeking a
p<
i bassist. All
orih
nusic. Will begin
playing .ive A.S.A.P.
Experience a must.
Contact Scott:
(93 7) 962-2076 or
bcnlield.2owright.edu

Vi'toUs

You chose to become a teacher to make
a difference »n the lives of children
'But when you choose yout first teaching
position, shouldn't it be one that can make
the difference of a lifetime for you?

statewide la

California has just signed into law the largest education budget in the nation's history,
and many of the dollars are earmarked tor financial incentives to make it easier for
you to get here - and stay here A variety of grants. Bonuses, income lax credits and
home loan assistance programs are offered by districts looking for the best and
brightest teachers
And inside the classroom, you'll receive outstanding support from state-funded
professional development programs.

Bring your teaching degree to California
Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers: Starting salaries of
S34.000 to S44.000 for first year teachers; up to S19,000 in grants for education loans, no-money
down mortgages with low interest rater, and other incentives for teachers in areas of high need
We need you m California It's easy to get here.
For more information, visit our
website at wvi.<w caH»ach com or call

l - M S - C a l T e a c t i (888-225-83221

CalTeach

telt Coast. Dight Job*
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College Night

• ^ ^ H ^ H F L a d i G S Night £ v e r y Night
F r o m & tii 10pm

Dayton Y«llowSpriias Rd. 9 3 7 - 5 S 9 - 4 0 GO

.. ,
w
L o m e H o w l at the M o o n !

16 6- Up Gvcry Night
W e d n e s d a y - K a r a o k e $ 5 0 First P r i z e

, >

Friday Live music 27th D I S A G R E E D

WWW.WOLFIES.ORG
NITEV|,OWL

Share The Guardian with a f r i e n d

W 8 U 8 * 1 BAJll
in (he heart of the Oregon District

V/ricjhc State High! at Club DJ IAI

Every Monday
Blues Jam w/ Brown Street Breakdown

Pimpln' Tuesday

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

Spinning 6 Full hours of techno music

FREE w / S t u d e n t ID
DJ T r e p p p l a y i n g t h e best d a n c e music

2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10! Open Tables
s

"Padm|nifrt!ah WiflntstlaY

Hip Hop DJs - Open Mic - MC Battles

25 cent draft 8-10!
College Nite Every Thursday!
$1.00 off ALL DRINKS w/ WSU ID!

FREE LIMP SHUTTLE

Enjoy Local Live Bands
Live Music 6 Days a week! - Kitchen Open Late
430 E. 5th Street, Dayton
Oregon District!!
223-0540

rover

^Welcome l*ariv
HappyiHoiirv
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